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By concentrating on key finishing operations (folding,
cutting, perfect binding and bookletmaking) the ‘Think
Again’ guides will help you understand the major issues
and decide on the right finishing solution for you –
flexible enough to handle the work you have today, and
the new products on which you will build your future.
You might be a corporate print department facing
increased demand for colour, or asked to take on more
ambitious work.  Maybe you’re a commercial printer
deciding if you should bring finishing in-house, or
wanting to ramp up your existing finishing department to
support an investment in digital printing.  You may be a
trade finisher looking to add new services.  Or you may
be a digital printer wanting to do exactly the same.
Whatever your situation, the ‘Think Again’ guides are for
you.

Bookletmaking is among the most dynamic parts of the
finishing process at present, notable for a stream of
innovative solutions to add value to the huge variety of
printed products available from digital and offset presses,
often working in tandem.  In this guide we start by
showing how the new ‘hybrid’ production models are
influencing the processes, equipment and workflow in
the finishing department generally, and how in
bookletmaking they have given rise to concepts such as
in-line, off-line and near-line.

In the chapter entitled ‘Bringing everything together’ we
look at what the bookletmaking process entails, the
issues you need to consider when choosing a system, and
how the growth of variable data printing has given rise to
‘intelligent bookletmaking’.  We also explain the concept
of dual-line bookletmaking – unique to Duplo.  Finally we
illustrate how you can combine Duplo’s modular
components and provide flexible easy-to-upgrade
bookletmaking solutions for all your requirements.
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Welcome to ‘Think Again About Bookletmaking’, one of a
series of guides from Duplo International on the theme
of ‘If You Think It’s Finished, Think Again!’

As the title suggests, these guides are designed to
encourage you to look again at your finishing operations
– in some cases, perhaps, to look at them closely for the
first time.  Today’s changing technology – and especially
the increased adoption of digital output – presents
challenges and opportunities to print providers of all
kinds.  In particular, when you introduce new digital
equipment alongside your familiar offset machines, you
create a ‘hybrid’ production environment with a range of
new issues.



Finishing 
in a digital age

Evolution, not revolution

But while digital technology will shape the future of your
business, this will happen through evolution rather than
revolution.  In the foreseeable future, offset will remain
the dominant way of producing pages – according to
some recent figures, around 3.4 trillion offset pages are
produced each year, of which digital could potentially
handle 873 billion.  That’s a lot of pages still being
printed non-digitally…

For many print providers, digital and offset will exist side
by side for a long time to come – 40% of the UK owners
of digital printing equipment say the main reason for
investing in it was to complement their existing
‘conventional’ set-up.  So while some print providers –
usually start-ups – may be 100% digital, the vast
majority will be building their digital capability on
‘conventional’, offset foundations.

Hybrid solutions

A significant feature of today’s finishing departments is
the emergence of ‘hybrid’ offset/digital production
environments populated by equipment capable of
handling a mixed workload of offset and digital output.
Rarely will conventional, offset-capable plant be suitable
for handling digital print:  runs will be shorter,
turnarounds faster, and the products more varied.  In
addition, the imaging technologies used on different
digital presses pose technical challenges for the finishing
department:  for example, digital output is more prone
to scratching or rub-off, to cracking when folding, and to
static build –up.  These and other questions are dealt
with in the relevant ‘Think Again’ guide. For example, in
this guide we explain the issues around bookletmaking
with digital print that you need to be aware of and to
plan for.
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Over the last two decades, digital technology has broken
the barriers between the various stages of the printing
process, from typesetting through colour repro to press
makeready and job changeover – even, through the
‘distribute and print’ concept, to job delivery.  It has also
transformed the relationships between print consumers
and producers, enabling the former to take on more and
more production tasks, and forcing the latter to adapt
their business models to compete.

Whether you print on offset or digital presses, digital has
streamlined, speeded and compressed the path from
idea-to-design-to-paper.

Now the drive for end-to-end automation of printing
production has turned the focus of innovation to the
finishing department, where most of the dynamic
developments are happening. Not before time; after all,
considering just how much additional value can be
added to a print job to turn printed sheets into finished
products by, for example exploiting digital’s variable data
capabilities to produce personalised print. Therefore
efficient finishing is essential to realising the full value of
print. If the finishing process is ignored and the job is
ruined, it may become worthless.

Like all today’s consumers, print buyers live in an on-
demand world, and print providers have to live there
too. This is why almost every print business has either
taken its first steps into digital, or is considering it.  The
figures speak for themselves. Analysis of Duplo’s own
sales figures show a rise of 70% in sales of digital sheet
feeders, while 24% of the bookletmakers we sell are
used exclusively for digital applications.



Bookletmaking in a digital age

Whether you print with offset or digital technology, at
the moment the print engine lays the ink or toner onto
the stock the bits and bytes of the streamlined digital
print job become undeniably physical.  Your challenge is
to move the printed sheets through the finishing
department in the most efficient, flexible way, and it’s
made more challenging by the way digital has changed
the character of the products in the department.

Of all the finishing operations, bookletmaking
demonstrates this most vividly because, more than other
finishing process, bookletmaking has evolved in parallel
with the increase in digital printing.  The first products of
digital print were static (ie, non-variable), short-run, and
largely black-and-white, but throughout the 1990s they
became more complex and sophisticated, as marketers
adopted versioning and personalisation, taking
advantage of digital’s unique ability to print and deliver
electronically-collated sets – in the fabled ‘print run of
one’ if needed.  Next, the internet brought opportunities
for niche marketing and customer relationship
management (CRM) programmes, driving demand for
even more elaborate customised documents addressing
prospects on a one-to-one basis.

The result has been an explosion in bookletmaking, both
in sales and in the feature-sets that the solutions offer.
In fact, the term ‘bookletmaking’ does scant justice to
the variety of products finished daily on Duplo
bookletmakers such as the flagship System 5000 -
magazines, brochures, catalogues, journals,
entertainment programmes, educational coursework, CD
booklets, NCR sets, menus, and so on.
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Reshape your finishing

In this section, we examine the factors you should
consider when deciding how to reshape your finishing
operations:  how to assess what you already have in the
light of changing workloads, how to select the right
suppliers and – perhaps most importantly – how to
create a flexible, efficient workflow through the finishing
department.  This last issue involves understanding
concepts such as in-line, off-line, near-line and (in
Duplo’s case) dual-line processing.

Think ‘upstream and downstream’

It’s a rare print provider (and a foolish one) who buys a
new press, digital or otherwise, without considering how
it fits the profile of the business.  You have to take the
same approach to your finishing investment – remember,
offering innovative finishing solutions can add value and
increase profits.

Take time to look hard at your business.  You might think
you know it, but think again.  Analyse the type of work
you’re handling, and whether it’s changed over the last
year.  Talk to your customers, especially the larger ones:
make sure they’re happy with your work, try and get a
feel for how they see the future. 

Ask questions like:

• Do you need the flexibility to handle both off
set and digital output?

• What range of sizes and substrates will you be 
processing?

• What is the range of run-lengths?

• Do you need to personalise the output, and to 
what extent?



However, ooffff--lliinnee needs more labour, and the lack of
communication between print engine and finishing line
means it’s unsuitable for variable data or personalised
work.

In reality, the most flexible solution is likely to be nneeaarr--
lliinnee – a hybrid approach that matches the hybrid output
of print providers as they transition from offset to digital
technology.  NNeeaarr--lliinnee means that the bookletmaker is
not physically connected to the print engine (it could
even be in a different location).  However, it knows the
details of a job by communicating with the print engine
through an electronic interface, or by reading bar codes
or similar devices on the document.

UP3i – Complementing JDF

If you decide on iinn--lliinnee or nneeaarr--lliinnee, you need to know
about UP3i (Universal Printer, Pre- and Post-Processing
Interface), the new communications standard that
provides real-time communications between the printer
and the finishing equipment.

Developed by a group consisting of Duplo, Océ, Xerox,
IBM and Stalfors and Hunkeler, UP3i is compatible with
and complementary to the JDF (Job Definition Format)
standard developed by CIP4.  Its purpose is to maximise
efficiency by shortening set-up and preparation times,
enabling remote set-up, and allowing the
implementation of job tickets.

By operating at a single-sheet level, UP3i enhances JDF,
which works at a job management level:  for example,
while JDF defines the job ticket to move job data from
stage to stage of the production process, UP3i defines
the interface between the printer and the various
finishing devices – this means that it will give you
‘micro-level’ data such as when a sheet jams in a folder.

For more about UP3i, 
go to www.up3i.org

In-line, off-line or near-line?

Whatever the range of its capabilities, a bookletmaking
system combines the sequence of post-press tasks into
an automated process, and so extends the automated
printing process of offset or digital press into the
finishing department.  The two processes – printing and
finishing – can be further integrated by linking the print
engine and the bookletmaker.  There are three main
ways of doing this – iinn--lliinnee, ooffff--lliinnee and nneeaarr--lliinnee.  (If
you’re a Duplo customer, you have a fourth option – dduuaall--
lliinnee – which we cover in the next chapter.)

In an iinn--lliinnee configuration the bookletmaker is either
hard-coupled to the print engine or is so closely
integrated that set-up and control is managed from the
print engine.  At first sight, this seems to have all sorts
of advantages:  as a continuous operation, it is fast,
removes the need for additional operator intervention
between the print and finishing stages, and ensures
sheet and set integrity.  However, iinn--lliinnee is, by its nature,
quite restrictive.  Because the finishing system is
dedicated to one particular print engine, your flexibility is
limited, a fault in one component will bring the whole
line to a halt, and the speed of the line is determined by
the slowest piece of equipment.

In short, iinn--lliinnee solutions are only really suitable if you’re
consistently finishing standard formats, which explains
why take-up of in-line has been higher among direct
mail and transactional printers.  

For commercial printers handling a variety of work ooffff--
lliinnee and nneeaarr--lliinnee are more appropriate.  In an ooffff--lliinnee
solution the bookletmaker is completely separate from
the print engine, with no communication between the
two.  This enables you to combine output from different
print engines - at the very high speeds ooffff--lliinnee devices
work at.
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In this chapter, we start by looking briefly at the various
operations that make up the bookletmaking process,
then highlight some of the issues you should take into
account in selecting a bookletmaking system.  Finally we
explain the concept of ‘intelligent’ near-line
bookletmaking solutions designed for combined offset
and digital production.

The bookletmaking process

There are a number of components to the bookletmaking
process – collating, stapling or stitching, folding and
trimming.  To illustrate this workflow, let’s look at what a
high-end solution like the Duplo System 5000 is 
capable of.

After loading the paper stock into the collator bins, key
parameters such as miss/double detection and the size
dimensions are entered via a touch screen, or by calling
up a stored program.  When the set has been collated, it
is delivered into a centrally-registered set of guides and
back joggers, then saddle-stitched.  (Products can also be
corner- or side-stitched, and diverted into a separate
catch-tray.)

Controlled by side-guide arms and the back joggers, the
booklet then moves to the folding section.  After the in-
feed belts have been de-activated to prevent marking or
scuffing, a knife-fold action folds the booklet.  Finally, it
is delivered to the cutting unit for face-trimming and,
finally, top and bottom trimming.  The System 5000
performs all these operations automatically - on offset or
digital work - at up to 5,000 booklets per hour.

Bringing everything
together
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Deciding what you need

Of course, the System 5000 is a high-end solution, and
because not every business needs all these features – at
least, not at first – modularity and expandability are
fundamental concepts in the bookletmaking sector.
Whichever supplier you talk to should be able to offer a
flexible solution that meets your needs now and
provides a clear upgrade path to meet changing needs –
the next chapter demonstrates this by looking at the
Duplo bookletmaking range.

As with any investment decision, start by analysing your
current workload – the type of product, run-lengths,
typical turnaround times, and so on.  Then look for
opportunities to add value – remember, today these are
most often found in the finishing department.

Analysis complete, you can start looking at the
bookletmaking solutions on the market.  In assessing the
technology used and features found on the various
solutions, you need to bear some crucial issues in mind.

Friction vs. vacuum feed

Collating digital print means vacuum feeding, either
suction or air-assisted.  Friction feeders are fast, but they
will mark digital output.  If you’re certain you won’t need
to handle digital sheets, then you can consider a friction
solution – for example, Duplo offers a range of Mini
Collating/Bookletmaking Systems built around the DFC-10
and DFC-12 bench–top friction–feed collators and the
DBM-120 bookletmaker.

Stock–handling

The analysis of your workload will show you the range of
stocks and sizes the system needs to handle.  At the
minimum, you need a solution flexible enough to
process covers and contents;  at the high end, you will
almost certainly need to finish a mix of offset and digital
output.



Duetto System Process WorkflowDuetto System Process Workflow

Finishing these products on an off-line system is almost
impossible, while in-line finishing brings with it the
limited flexibility we highlighted in the last chapter.  A
near-line solution is likely to be the most suitable, but
one with a number of special features.

To match the speed of print output and ensure that the
benefits of personalisation and customisation aren’t
undermined by
poor collating, you
need intelligent
collators that can
read data off the
individual sheets,
detect missing
sheets, and provide
the reassurance and security of knowing that every
document set has been accurately pulled together.  There
are near-line finishing solutions that do just this. They
read marks on the sheets (which are subsequently
trimmed off or concealed in the finished product) to
identify the feeding sequence and report the correct
feeding of sheets back to a management information
system (MIS).

Duplo’s dual–line options

As we have explained, handling a mix of work from
digital and offset presses is increasingly a fact of life for
print providers.  Each process has its strengths:  for
example, digital can provide electronically-collated sets
direct from the print engine; while offset can go beyond
the four-colour process, offering expanded colour-sets
incorporating special colours, and producing sheets that
are also more resistant to marking.

For printers using both offset and digital presses, Duplo’s
Duetto system ensures production time is maximised.
The system combines collator towers suites for offset
work, and a sheet feeder device suitable for digital
output.
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...continued

Ease of setup and changeover

This is vital if you’re handling short-run, fast-turnaround
work.  Almost all bookletmaking systems feature digital
control panels that enable you to set up the parameters
of the job quickly and easily:  on the System 5000, for
example, you can change from 350 x 500mm to a CD-
size book without any additional parts or manual
intervention - the stitcher heads, side guides, back
joggers, stitch and fold stoppers and fold gap
automatically adjust in only 25 seconds.

Three-knife trimming

Add a two-knife trimmer module to the line and you can
trim the top and bottomof the booklet as well as the
fore-edge – this delivers big improvements in turnaround
and reduced make-ready times by eliminating the pre-
trimming and folding processes.  For example, the
collator on a Duplo bookletmaker incorporating the DBM-
2KT can accept an A4 booklet job direct from a B3 press
(digital or offset);  inputting the trim cut positions via
the touch screen gives a set-up time of 35-50 seconds
between jobs, compared to 15-20 minutes manually.

‘
Intelligent bookletmaking’

As explained above, thanks to the combination of digital
printing and the internet, products can be tailored to the
target reader with remarkable precision.

This places new demands on print providers to ensure
the integrity of the finished product.  Imagine a print job
where the content is highly personalised to an individual
– it may even be confidential. To complicate matters
further, each document in the run has a substantially
different page-count from the others.

13



DBM - 120T Trimmer
DBM - 120 Bookletmaker

DC - 10/60 Collator

System 2000

DBM - 2KT Trimmer
DBM - 2KT Trimmer

DBM - 500 Bookletmaker

DC - 10/60 Collator

DBM - 400STR Stacker

System 5000 with DBM-2KT

Bookletmakers 

Two proven bookletmakers are at the heart of Duplo
solutions – the DBM-120 and DBM-500, both of which
will handle offset and digital output.  The DBM-120 is an
automatic bookletmaker capable of producing 2,400
booklets per hour – side and corner-stapled, or folded
and saddle-stapled. To ensure that perfect finish, the
fore-edge trimmer – the DBM-120T – is available.
The top-of-the-range DBM-500 (with its built in receiving
tray offering both side and corner stitching) delivers
5,000 booklets per hour and offers saddle-stitching as
well.  The DBM-500T can be further combined with the
DBM-2KT two-knife trimmer to provide three-knife
trimming of saddle-stitched and folded booklets.

DSF-2000 - ‘Intelligent sheet feeding’

The DSF-2000 is a remarkably versatile module that fits
into a number of configurations.  The DSF-2000 allows
you to print and collate a job using the most suitable
digital press then add offset-printed sheets before the
combined contents are finished on the bookletmaker.

Combining digital and offset – 
the System 2000, System 5000 and Duetto

For a Duplo customer, the first step up from offset to
hybrid offset/digital finishing sets the standard for every
subsequent step on the upgrade path – it’s simple,
straightforward and cost-effective.

The move from the friction–feed DDuupplloo MMiinnii CCoollllaattiinngg//
BBooookklleettmmaakkiinngg SSyysstteemm to the vacuum–feed SSyysstteemm 22000000
entails changing your collator to the DC-10/60 – but the
DBM-120/T remains at the heart of the system.  And as
your business grows, the SSyysstteemm 55000000 takes you to
higher levels of productivity. Retain the same DC-10/60
collators at the front end but produce 5,000 booklets per
hour with the DBM-500/T and add the option of
incorporating three-knife trimming via the DBM-2KT
trimmer.
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Duplo’s philosophy is to offer a range of modular,
scaleable solutions that allow you to expand your
business and enhance productivity in manageable
stages, simply by replacing components.  In this chapter
we look first at some of these key modules, then show
how they can be incorporated into practical solutions for
today’s two most typical investors in bookletmaking –
the offset printer expanding into digital, and the out-
and-out specialist digital printer.

The essentials

As you would expect, the backbone of Duplo
bookletmaking systems is the equipment that carries out
the key tasks – the collators and the bookletmakers.
However, there are also other components such as the
DSF-2000 sheet feeder and SCC slit/cut/crease module
that allow highly innovative, ultra-productive lines.

Collators 

As we explained in the last chapter, finishing digital print
means vacuum–feed collating, because friction–feed
systems will mark the sheets.  The Duplo DC-10/60
collator features a class-leading bin capacity of 60mm
and six towers can be configured to provide up to 60
bins.  Maximum throughput is 10,000 sets per hour,
handling stocks from 40-300gsm, and each bin has two
individual adjustable fans to deliver variable amounts of
air and vacuum per bin to suit different stocks.

Duplo - 
The finishing line

14



DBM - 120T Trimmer 

DBM - 120 Bookletmaker 

DSF - 2000 Sheet feeder 

Nearline System 200016

For even more versatility, add in the DSF-2000 to create
the unique DDuueettttoo system, Duplo’s most comprehensive
dual-line offering.  Duetto combines the sheet feeder
with up to three vacuum-feed collators to enable the
DBM-500 bookletmaker to handle both set-by-set and
sheet-by-sheet output with equal ease – creating the first
system of its kind to address both digital and offset 
print finishing requirements.

For the digital specialist – the DSF-2000,
DBM-120/500 and SCC

The DDSSFF--22000000 is the foundation of Duplo’s range of near-
line solutions for specialist digital printers.  Depending on
your requirements, this remarkable unit can be
configured with either the DDBBMM--112200 or DDBBMM--550000, feeding
at a rate equivalent to a 300ppm printer and producing
up to 1,500 sets per hour.  Up to 2,000 sheets and 600
covers sheets can be loaded into the DSF-2000’s twin
feed trays.  The DSF-2000 automatically detects the
sheet-size, or the operator selects a setting via the
control panel.  Once the ‘Start’ button is pressed, the
bookletmaker then automatically sets up for the new
format and produces a test booklet to calibrate.  From
here on, the DSF-2000 manages the complete run,
employing reliable double-sheet and miss detection and
optical devices at the end of the system to validate and
record finished books - even when each one has a
different number of sheets.

Incorporating the SSCCCC sslliitt//ccuutt//ccrreeaassee mmoodduullee between
the DSF-2000 and the DBM-500 enables the
bookletmaker to accept sheets directly from a digital
press and output a finished book.  Whether the job
requires mono pages on standard stock sizes and/or full-
colour sheets on oversize stock, the SCC processes the
sheets in turn so that they can be collated and finished
in the bookletmaker.  Slitting knives remove longitudinal
borders, a cross-knife optionally removes transverse
borders, and the creasing tool produces a score line that
won’t crack when folded.

Which way now?

The options described above will give you an idea of the
wealth of options open to you when you invest in a
Duplo bookletmaker, but whatever direction you want to
go in, our experienced personnel will work with you to
create the right solution – for now, and for the future.

Thousands of other print providers have chosen Duplo -
in the next chapter, read what they have to say…..
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...continued

DBM - 500/T bookletmaker + Trimmer

DSF - 2000 Sheet feeder 

DC - 10/60 Collators 

Duetto System

DSF - 2000 Sheet feeder SCC Module

DBM - 500 Bookletmaker 
DBM - 500T Trimmer 

Nearline System 5000
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Listen to our
customers

“THE SYSTEM 5000, WHICH INCORPORATES THE TWO-KNIFE
TRIMMER, IS CAPABLE OF TRIMMING THREE SIDES OF
PRINTED MATERIAL AUTOMATICALLY. WE NO LONGER HAVE
TO PRE-TRIM OUR SECTIONS BEFORE THEY GO ON THE
BOOKLETMAKER, SO INVESTMENT SHOULD SAVE AROUND
12 HOURS OF OPERATOR TIME PER WEEK.”
Mike Greene (Managing Director) – ABC Print,
Hereford

“We’ve owned a variety of finishing kit over the years,
and we’re no stranger to Duplo having previously
purchased another one of its systems.  However, with a
contract in the pipeline for 1,000 booklets a day,
customers starting to demand more jobs produced on
gloss and silk paper stock, and wanting to finish both
litho and digital jobs easily and efficiently, we
approached Duplo to look at how we could upgrade our
existing kit.  We were most interested to hear it had a
solution that catered for both traditional and digital print
finishing and could cope with specific and individual
numbering of pages.  It didn’t take much to convince us
that the Duetto System would bridge the gap for us in
terms of providing a single solution to meet our variable
needs.”

“Three months in, we can report that the system is easy
to use, impressively fast and - most importantly –
reliable. We’ve reduced job turnaround times, enhanced
our finishing service and taken on a job that wouldn’t
have been possible with our existing kit.  Most
importantly, we’ve been able to continue to grow our
business. ”
Allan Moxey (Works Director) – 
William Pollard & Co, Exeter

“By cutting our turnaround times in half, we’ve literally
doubled the amount of business we can manage - hence
the production of one million booklets on our System
5000 in less than nine months. We’ve also been able to
take on jobs this year that previously wouldn’t have
been possible.  The System 5000 means we can offer a
one-stop shop from prepress through to post-press
activities, which is critical to expanding your business
and retaining your customers.”
John Perrott (Production Manager) –
Copyprint, London

“Levels of efficiency and productivity have soared due to
the high speed and consequent reduced downtime
achieved by the System 5000.  We had our eye on the
system for a long time, as our existing set up slowed
down our operation time considerably.  It simply couldn’t
keep up with the increased output we were producing
on our new five–colour press and we needed a
bookletmaker that was going to be a great deal faster
without compromising on our quality or accuracy.  We
found our solution in the System 5000.”
Patrick Chard (Managing Director) – Murrays
The Printers, Milton Keynes

“THE SYSTEM 5000’S SPEED HAS ENABLED US TO ELIMINATE
BOTTLENECKS THAT USED TO OCCUR DURING THE FINISHING
STAGE, AND THIS IN TURN HAS GREATLY IMPROVED THE
LEVEL OF SERVICE AND TURNAROUND WE ARE ABLE TO
OFFER OUR CUSTOMERS. MOREOVER DUPLO’S SERVICE
DEPARTMENT HAS BEEN OUTSTANDING AND THEIR
RESPONSE HAS BEEN QUICK AND PROFESSIONAL.”
Andy Medcraft (Owner) – Printwise,
Basingstoke18 Allan Moxley,

William Pollard & Co, Exeter

Print production staff – Copyprint


